
How to Photograph Abu Simbel: A
Comprehensive Guide to Capturing the Glory
of Southern Egypt
The Call of Abu Simbel

Nestled amidst the golden sands of Southern Egypt, Abu Simbel stands as
a testament to the boundless ingenuity and architectural prowess of ancient
Egypt. These colossal temples, dedicated to Pharaoh Ramesses II and his
beloved Queen Nefertari, have captivated the imaginations of travelers and
photographers alike for centuries.

With its awe-inspiring facade adorned with colossal statues of Ramesses II
and intricate reliefs depicting scenes of his legendary battles and triumphs,
Abu Simbel presents a photographer's dream. However, capturing the
grandeur of these colossal structures requires meticulous planning and a
keen eye for composition. This comprehensive guide will equip you with the
knowledge and techniques to photograph Abu Simbel like a pro.
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Preparing for Your Photographic Expedition

The Best Time to Visit

The optimal time to visit Abu Simbel for photography is during the late
afternoon, as the golden rays of the setting sun bathe the temples in a
warm glow, casting long shadows that accentuate the intricate details of the
reliefs. Additionally, avoid visiting during the peak tourist season
(November-February) to minimize crowds in your photographs.

Essential Camera Gear

Wide-angle Lens: Capture the vast expanse of the temples and
surrounding landscape.

Telephoto Lens: Zoom in on the colossal statues and intricate reliefs
for close-up shots.

Tripod: Stabilize your camera for sharp images, especially in low light
conditions.

Circular Polarizer: Reduce glare and enhance the blue skies for more
vibrant images.

Neutral Density Filter: Control the amount of light entering the
camera, allowing for longer exposures to blur crowds or capture
smoother water flow in the nearby Lake Nasser.

Composition Techniques for Striking Images

Framing the Colossi
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Position yourself at a distance where the colossal statues of Ramesses II
fully fill the frame. Use the surrounding landscape elements, such as rocks
or trees, to create a natural frame around the statues, adding depth and
context to your composition.

Capturing the Reliefs

Zoom in on the intricate reliefs that adorn the temple walls. Look for
patterns, textures, and storytelling scenes. Use the play of light and
shadow to accentuate the details and convey the historical significance of
these ancient masterpieces.

Wide-Angle Perspectives

Step back and capture the temples in their entirety, showcasing their
grandeur against the backdrop of the desert landscape and Lake Nasser.
Use a wide-angle lens to encompass the vastness of the structures and
create a sense of place.
Insider Tips for Exceptional Photography

Capture the Sunrise or Sunset

Arrive at Abu Simbel before sunrise or stay until sunset to witness the
temples bathed in the warm glow of the golden hour. This soft lighting will
enhance the colors and textures of the sandstone, resulting in stunning
photographs.

Embrace the Reflections

Lake Nasser, located just behind the temples, offers a unique opportunity to
capture reflections of Abu Simbel. Position yourself on the shore and use a
long exposure to blur the water, creating a surreal and enchanting image.



Explore the Surroundings

Venture beyond the main temples to explore the surrounding landscape.
Discover hidden viewpoints, capture the play of light on the desert dunes,
or photograph the local Nubian people for a glimpse into the region's rich
cultural heritage.
Unveiling the Secrets of Abu Simbel

Photographing Abu Simbel is not merely about capturing an image; it's
about preserving a piece of history and sharing the grandeur of ancient
Egypt with the world. By following these techniques and embracing the
spirit of exploration, you will return home with a photographic collection that
will forever evoke the awe and wonder of this extraordinary destination.

So, embark on your photographic expedition to Abu Simbel, armed with
knowledge, passion, and an unyielding desire to capture the timeless
beauty of Southern Egypt.
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The Second Generation: Voices of the
Holocaust
The Holocaust was one of the most horrific events in human history.
Millions of people were killed, and countless others were left traumatized.
The survivors of the Holocaust...

Walking the Fields of the Newfoundland Dead
In the heart of the rolling countryside of northern France, where the
Somme River meanders through fields once scarred by war, lies a
poignant reminder of the sacrifices made...
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